Cochrane for Clinicians
Putting Evidence into Practice
OnabotulinumtoxinA for the Prevention
of Chronic Migraine in Adults

is approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration for the treatment of chronic migraine,
its effectiveness in the prevention of chronic
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migraine had not been evaluated previously.
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This Cochrane review included 28 clinical triTemple University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
als (21 of which had fewer than 50 participants
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each) involving 4,190 participants who were an
average age of 42 years.1 One-half of participants
Clinical Question
had chronic migraines, and 80% were female.
Is onabotulinumtoxinA (Botox) safe and effective Most of the trials lasted only a few months. The
at reducing the frequency of chronic migraine treatment regimen (dosage, timing, and exact
headaches in adults?
placement of injections) of onabotulinumtoxinA
varied across studies. Twenty-three trials comEvidence-Based Answer
pared onabotulinumtoxinA with placebo. SixOnabotulinumtoxinA reduces the number of teen trials, which involved 80% of participants,
migraine days per month by two days compared were industry funded.
with placebo in adults with chronic migraines.
OnabotulinumtoxinA reduced the number of
Nonserious adverse effects are more common migraine days per month by 3.1 days in patients
in patients treated with onabotulinumtoxinA with chronic migraine (95% CI, 1.4 to 4.7;four
(number needed to harm [NNH] = 7;95% CI, trials; 1,497 participants; low-quality evidence).
4 to 17) than adverse effects overall (NNH = 7; This dropped to two days (95% CI, 1.1 to 2.8;two
95% CI, 6 to 9).1 (Strength of Recommendation: trials; 1,384 participants; moderate-quality eviA, based on consistent, good-quality patient- dence) when excluding the smaller trials because
oriented evidence.)
of concerns about bias and inadequate follow-up.
No serious adverse effects were noted. Reporting
Practice Pointers
of nonserious adverse effects varied between triChronic migraine is defined as 15 or more head- als;however, blepharoptosis, arm muscle weakache days per month, with at least eight of those ness, neck pain, and injection site pain were more
headaches being a migraine. In the United States, common in participants who received treatment
26.2% of patients with chronic migraine vs. 13.9% than in those who received placebo (60% vs. 47%;
of patients with episodic migraine (i.e., zero to NNH = 7;95% CI, 4 to 17).
14 headache days per month) reported visiting
The National Institute for Health and Care
a primary care physician in the preceding three Excellence and the Institute for Clinical Sysmonths (P < .001).2 Many have frequent attacks tems Improvement published a guideline on the
despite available treatments and find them- use of onabotulinumtoxinA to prevent chronic
selves dependent on long-term opiate or barbi- migraines in adults.3 The guideline recommends
turate therapy. Although onabotulinumtoxinA onabotulinumtoxinA as an option for the prophylaxis of headaches in adults with chronic
migraine provided the headaches have not
These are summaries of reviews from the
responded to at least three previous pharmacoCochrane Library.
logic prophylaxis therapies and for whom medThis series is coordinated by Corey D. Fogleication overuse has been appropriately managed.
man, MD, assistant medical editor.

A collection of Cochrane for Clinicians published in AFP is available at https://w ww.aafp.
org/afp/cochrane.
CME This clinical content conforms to AAFP
criteria for continuing medical education (CME).
See CME Quiz on page 141.

The practice recommendations in this activity are
available at http://w ww.cochrane.org/CD011616.
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Clinical Question
Does the use of dermoscopy aid in the detection
of melanoma in adults?
Evidence-Based Answer
The addition of dermoscopy to in-person visual
inspection of skin lesions increases specificity
and sensitivity in the detection of melanoma.
In-person evaluation with dermoscopy is more
accurate than image-based assessment. A published algorithm meant to assist in dermoscopic
interpretation does not improve the accuracy
of diagnosis, whereas dermoscopic training
does increase diagnostic accuracy. There is currently insufficient evidence to assess the accuracy of dermoscopy in the primary care setting.1
(Strength of Recommendation:A, based on consistent, good-quality patient-oriented evidence.)
Practice Pointers
Dermoscopy (also known as dermatoscopy or
epiluminescence microscopy) describes the
use of a noninvasive handheld magnification
instrument to evaluate skin lesions. Dermoscopy
reveals colors and microstructures not visible to
the naked eye that correspond to histologic attributes.2 Dermoscopic findings may prompt biopsy
of suspicious lesions or provide reassurance for
benign lesions. Images from dermoscopy can
be evaluated in the presence of the patient (i.e.,
dermoscopic in-person evaluation) or saved and
reviewed at a later time (i.e., dermoscopic imagebased evaluation). The term “visual inspection” describes routine examination performed
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without the aid of a dermatoscope or other device.
The Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results
Program estimated 96,480 new cases of melanoma in the United States in 2019, accounting for
5.5% of all new cancer cases, making melanoma
the fifth most frequent new cancer diagnosis.3
This Cochrane review included 104 studies and
42,788 total skin lesions suspected to be melanoma.1 The percentage of patients with melanoma
ranged between 1% and 41% for dermoscopic
in-person studies (median = 12%) and between
3% and 61% in studies using dermoscopic images
(median = 24%). The diagnosis of melanoma was
made by histology, and the absence of melanoma
was confirmed by histology or by follow-up over
time to ensure the skin lesion remained negative for melanoma. In four studies, the absence
of melanoma was confirmed by expert diagnosis.
Almost all of the studies were carried out in specialty offices, with only four of the studies conducted in a primary care setting.
The main results were based on 83 publications
that provided 86 data sets, including accuracy
data for the detection of invasive melanoma and
atypical intraepidermal melanocytic variants.
Twenty-six studies provided information on
the accuracy of dermoscopy added to in-person
visual inspection, and 60 studies provided information on dermoscopic image-based evaluation.
The accuracy of diagnosis using in-person visual
inspection with dermoscopy was significantly
higher than evaluation of dermoscopic images,
with a diagnostic odds ratio for in-person dermoscopy more than four times that of the
image-based diagnosis (relative diagnostic odds
ratio = 4.6;95% CI, 2.4 to 9.0;P < .001). The review
analyzed in-person and image-based studies separately because of this difference.
The reviewers also found no apparent benefit for accuracy with the use of an algorithm
(e.g., “ABCD” or pattern analysis) to assist in
dermoscopic interpretation for in-person or
image-based evaluations. General practitioners
demonstrated decreased accuracy compared
with specialists in two in-person studies and
three image-based studies. Regardless of the different types and length of dermoscopic training,
all of the six training interventions included in
the review resulted in increased sensitivity of
diagnosis, with little effect on specificity in five
of the six studies.
Dermoscopy is a useful tool to support visual
inspection of suspicious skin lesions in specialty
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SUMMARY TABLE
In-Person Visual Inspection Alone vs. Visual Inspection Plus Dermoscopy
for the Detection of Melanoma in Adults
Results

Sensitivity %
(95% CI)

Specificity %
(95% CI)

P value

Visual inspection

76 (66 to 85)

75 (57 to 87)

< .0001

Visual inspection + dermoscopy

92 (87 to 95)

95 (90 to 98)

< .0001

Sensitivity and specificity applied to a hypothetical cohort of 1,000 skin lesions at a set prevalence of
12% (i.e., 120 of these lesions are melanoma)

True positive

False negative

False positive

True negative

Visual inspection

91

29

220

660

Visual inspection + dermoscopy

110

10

44

836

care offices with a trained practitioner. Further
evaluation in the primary care setting and determination of the optimal approach to training
are needed. Currently no accepted guidelines
promote the use of dermoscopy in primary care
in the United Kingdom, United States, or Canada. The 2015 Suspected Cancer:Recognition and
Referral guideline from the National Institute for
Health and Care Excellence recommends that
patients be referred for biopsy “using a suspected
cancer pathway referral (for an appointment
within two weeks) if dermoscopy suggests melanoma of the skin.” 4
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